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The Message
I guess it is the child in me that, to this day, still
thinks of summer as a time of play. It is my sincere wish
that every child has had the opportunity to play outside with
their friends on hot summer days, lost in the sense that life is
forever and troubles is a word not quite understood.
Play and creativity are the natural state of the
child. Somehow when I became a teenager I lost what
little I had of this playful state. All too many of us had
childhoods where this magical precious state of being
was not respected.
Not long ago I was fortunate to take a course and, unbeknown
to me. the last day was structured in such a way that we were allowed an
opportunity “to play”. I recognized the state immediately, but could not
really recall the last time I had been in it. As I “played” I was in a place of
Joy and Creativity. I can honestly say I “play” more now.
I spent many years in an earnest pursuit of “Right Work”. From
my teenage years, meaningful enjoyable satisfying work was a goal I had
for myself. I now think that creative enriching work has something to do
with reclaiming this childhood state of play as an adult.
Spiritual teachers have taught about how enlightenment has
a childlike quality. As best I can determine, real creativity flows from
someone when they are doing activity in this playful creative state. It is a
major reason the tasks at Ottawa Natural are divided up the way they are so that each of us is doing what we enjoy. We can enter this state of play
and have our creativity flow. Hopefully, we produce a better magazine
because of it.
Of course you, the reader, give us the feedback on that. And so we
“Playfully” present our July/August Summer Edition.
-Hyatt
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Remember Who You Are
Our Loving Words Columnist takes us on
a Spiritual Journey of Discovery
By The Rev. Sherry Harris,
MSW, RSW, CHt

remembering in every
moment that you are
God Creating (not there
yet, but getting closer
each day), what could
there possibly be to be
afraid of, angry about or sad over? Does
the great I AMness that is God feel fear,
anger or grief; in my understanding,
absolutely not. We chose to come
into physicality to experience all our
emotions, then to overcome our denser
emotions through the embodiment of
Divine Love. When
we remember who
we are, we find
ourselves
able
to return more
quickly to the joy,
love and peace that
is our natural state
of being. It does
not mean we never
feel sad, angry
This journey of God Beingness or fearful, but
can be ecstatic and it can be challenging. that we choose in
When one reaches the place of each moment how
Remember Who You Are! This
beautiful message is coming to me from
every direction these days. It is not a new
message, but the intensity and the frequency
of its appearance is new. As many of you
know, I am a perpetual student of learning,
growing and integrating. Although I do
not consider myself a ‘seeker’ anymore,
but more of a ‘finder’, I do take delight in
the confirmation of what I know to be true.
And what I know to be true is that we are
Divine Beings of Love here to bring God
expression into the physical. We came
into incarnation to find the God within and
express the fullness of that Beingness with
each other and all sentient beings on this
magnificent planet. I am here to express
the joy, peace, love, creativity, perfect
health, and wisdom that I Am. There is
nothing outside of me that can take that
power away from me. I can give it away,
but it cannot be taken from me. It is who I
am and who you are.
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we want to feel and what thoughts we
want to think. We become the master of
ourselves. A momentary lapse into pain
or uncertainty can quickly be replaced by
calmly reminding ourselves of who we
are: Divine Love.

continued on Pg. 6
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As God experiencing Beingness,
I am already everything. The prosperity,
abundance, peace, love and wisdom I
used to ask for are already mine, because
it is me. Abundance is not out there. It is
me and always has been. All I have to
do is remove the blocks to remembering
who I am and life is lived from a very
different place. And that place is very
peaceful, allowing and accepting.
Removing the blocks can take some
effort, but the work is wonderful and
so nurturing to your inner child, your
subconscious mind.
Recently I saw a wonderful video
by Keisha Crowther, Little Grandmother.
Keisha is a WisdomKeeper in the Native
Tradition and brings us great wisdom
and insight into the shifting times we
now experience. She tells us, as do many
others, that now is the time to remember
who we are, to release ourselves from
the bondage of having others think for
us, and to move from our heads into our
hearts where our true wisdom resides.
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Her message is very encouraging and
comforting when there is so much
diverse information being presented
about the earth changes we are currently
experiencing and will continue to
experience for many years to come. She
tells us that all the changes are positive
and signal the return of the ancient light
and wisdom that will carry us into the
new manifestation of earth. Videos by
Keisha and other WisdomKeepers can
be found on YouTube.
Many other teachers are telling
us this is the time for us to make the
transition from fear-based expression
to openhearted, trusting, God infused
Beingness. We are returning to the true
nature of ourselves: LOVE. We can rise
above the fear and negativity associated
with 2012 if we stay heart-centred, open
minded and committed to the vision of a
loving, harmonious, unified world---free
from corruption. The time is now and we
can do it. It is imperative that each one of
us commits to hold the vision of the new

world we so long for and so deserve. It is
what we came here for. Hallelujah, the great
shift is upon us and we are it. Remember
Who You Are and Be the Magnificent GodBeing You Are.
So how do we clear the negative
emotions that keep us from living who
we know we are? Inner child work is the
most effective tool I have found to reach
those deeply engrained habits, beliefs,
and patterns that keep us believing we
are innately flawed, unworthy of love,
inadequate, and undeserving of even
being here. The subconscious carries
all the old wounds, misunderstandings,
angers, rejections, and heartaches we
have accrued even before birth. The
term inner child work implies it deals
with early childhood trauma. This is in
part true, but is only part of the picture.
Any event that hurts, shocks or frightens
us at any age leaves an indelible mark
on the subconscious mind. That mark is
ready to be triggered at any time until
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brought to awareness and healed with compassion, love and
understanding. I always say to clients, “if you don’t want
your buttons pushed, get rid of your buttons.” This is exactly
what the inner child work does, brings light to our formerly
hidden buttons. How do we know when we have buttons?
We react to people, places and things rather than choosing
how we wish to respond, we have emotional scars that will
benefit from clearing.
I want to be clear here that inner child work is not
just about connecting with your forgotten, but hurting five
year old. Some clients tell me that childhood was so horrible,
they are terrified to open the door to re-experience it. If we
don’t engage the process to love that child and allow it to
heal in a safe environment, it will come back day after day
to show us how angry and insecure it is. The process also
works for traumas suffered in our adolescent and adult life.
Any event that shuts us down, humiliates, terrifies us leads
to a blockage in the emotional system that then prevents us
from being fully expressing human beings capable of loving,
sharing, creating, and imagining. Life can flow so beautifully
when we are fully alive, not hiding beneath large unhealed
chunks of our self. These chunks, buttons hot spots, will not
go away without our loving attention to them. They cry out
to us through acting out, shutting down, and self-sabotaging.
When we take the time to gently parent these unloved selves,
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they become free to grow up and join us in a safe, expressive,
creative adulthood. In my practice, both clinical counselling
and spiritual counselling have their foundation in discovering
and healing the child within.
Sherry Harris is a psychotherapist, spiritual counsellor, and
energy therapist. She facilitates groups for Hearing the Voice of
God and offers Matrix Energetics Transformational sessions as
well as counselling. You may reach her at 613-236-8852, harris.
sherry@gmail.com and www. Sherryharriscounselling.com.
Please feel free to call for a free fifteen-minute consultation.
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SimplyRaw Talk
with
Natasha Kyssa
Raw on the Road
SUMMER is finally here and is the perfect opportunity to discover
people are naturally more relaxed new sights, make friends in foreign
and happy. Schedules are not as rigid, places and build relationships with our
we spend more time outdoors, and loved ones.
As a raw foodist who frequently
everyone seems to be moving at a slower
pace. Summertime brings unhurried travels with my book, one of the questions
I commonly hear
mornings, picnics
is “how can you
in the park, escapes
stay raw when
to the cottage, and
travelling”? Unlike
romantic evening
the mainstream fare
strolls. It is the
of fast food, healthy
season to relax,
foods are not
unplug from our
always available
regular routine and
just anywhere –
enjoy the simple
particularly
raw
things in life.
Simply Raw Mint Cheesecake
vegan!
Eating
Summer
time is also when that long awaited healthy on the road can be challenging and
family vacation has arrived. Whether you requires more effort but it can be done!
plan to explore unspoiled wilderness,
The most important thing for eating
white sandy beaches, vibrant cities or
charming villages abroad, vacation-time raw (and staying healthy) while travelling
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is to pack as much food as you reasonably
can. Never go unprepared! Whether you
are travelling by car, bus or by airplane,
always bring raw food items such as
homemade trail mixes, dried fruits,
seasoned nuts and seeds, and dehydrated
crackers along with you. These quick
snacks can make all the difference and
completely transform your travels, so be
sure to bring them with you.
The first thing I do before leaving
home is to research my destination to
check whether there are natural food
stores and markets nearby (HappyCow.
net and VegDining.com are great places
to start). I love markets and no matter
what country, city or village, markets are
the first stop on my list. Not only do they
offer a great way of tasting new flavours,
markets allow us to interact with locals
and learn about their culture. Keep your
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SimplyRaw Talk
eyes open for local farmers when you’re
travelling the countryside as well. I’ll
never forget the sweet, juicy watermelon
fresh out of the ground we had in Cyprus!

litres of bottled water and mix together with
your green powder. Personally, I prefer
travelling light, hydrating my body with
plenty of water and eating mainly highwater-content foods such as fruit, sprouts,
If you are travelling by car, you or greens and cucumbers, as I find that
will have more freedom and space to store being inactive slows down my digestion.
food and kitchen items. A large cooler (or
two—one in the trunk, one in the front)
Useful snacks to pack in your carryfilled with leafy greens, pesto, raw pate, on bag are apples or other fruits (please
dips and guacamole make versatile note that some airports have restrictions
additions to your meals. Olives, avocado, on certain fruits), goji berries, olives, and
dulse, spices, lime and Himalayan salt dehydrated crackers. Bee pollen, powdered
are easy to pack and will enhance your greens and enzymes are also good to have
dining experience. A grater, large bowl, with you to assist with digestion. Although
cutting board, sharp knife, peeler, utensils, I don’t eat a lot of bars, there are some
portable blender, assortment of containers better quality bars out there, and they can
and zip lock bags for storing food come certainly be handy when travelling (my
in handy to have on hand whenever you husband likes Vega bars, and typically
decide to picnic along the way.
travels with a couple on hand).
Flying can be more challenging
with all of the restrictions and limits. In
my earlier days, I used to travel with green
smoothies, fresh juices and even carried
my juicer on flights. Now instead, I bring
powdered greens for adding to water (see
“The SimplyRaw Living Foods Detox
Manual” for more tips). I also have
chlorella tablets in my purse for easy
access. For carry-on, an empty shaker
bottle is useful for preparing instant green
drinks; once past security, purchase a few

If your destination is a town,
village, or city (and not in the middle of
the wilderness), don’t be shy to check out
the restaurants. Even if there’s nothing
raw listed on the
menu, most places
will have fresh
salad ingredients
on hand, and you
can easily request
a special meal with
fresh vegetables,

a bit of olive oil and lemon – voila, your
own custom raw salad! Add some raisins
that you brought with you, and you’re
set! We had some delicious raw meals
while visiting Turkey a few years ago, even
though “raw” wasn’t on the menu!
Having a healthy lifestyle is
about incorporating good habits into
every aspect of your life - and learning to
be gentle with yourself. Yes, with a little
forethought, you can create and enjoy a
healthy raw vacation. And remember, it’s
ok to indulge occasionally during your
travels --- just try to choose the healthier
options!
Wishing you happy and safe travels.
Natasha Kyssa is the author of “The
SimplyRaw Living Foods Detox Manual”,
and owner of SimplyRaw, a local Ottawa
business helping to improve the health
of our local community - one bite at a
time! (www.simplyraw.ca <http://www.
simplyraw.ca> /613-234-0806)

Join us on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/
ottawa.natural
www.facebook.com
Ottawa Natural
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Did You Know:
We get a virus when our Immune system is not healthy. A healthy Immune
System stops a virus from infecting the body. What makes an unhealthy
Immune System healthy? Enzymes, vitamins, protein (amino acids),
protective Lactobacillus (mercury kills Lactobacillus), minerals, fiber,
essential oils (anti-oxidants).

I don’t know the key to success,
but the key to failure is trying to
please everybody.
-Bill Cosby
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Intelligent Flora and Fauna
By Pam Montgomery
Plants are the most successful
organisms on the planet and unlike animals,
including humans, have the unique ability
to create food, oxygen and tissue from
sunlight. The latest scientific research shows
that they are intelligent beings who have
the capacity to store enormous amounts of
information while being highly efficient
in communicating and making decisions.
Indigenous healers have known this about
plants for centuries and have recognized that
it is actually the spirit of the plants that does
the communicating and healing.
During this three-day intensive
workshop we will explore both science
and traditional knowledge to learn how to
communicate with plants and translate their
message. Through entering the daydream
of the plant and through traditional dream
journeying we will come to understand the
spirit of the plant and how it can serve as a
guide, ally and friend helping us in our lives
and others with everything from serious
physical illness to making decisions in our
lives to bringing a greater sense of well
being.
Join us as we learn how to align
with the plants and in listening deeply,

build relationships to the point of
receiving their healing gifts, as they
become your allies for life. Discover the
magnanimous nature of plants and their
spirits through sensory awareness, felt
sensation, shamanic journeying, spiritual
plant bathing and the highly acclaimed
form of focused breathing with plants
called “Greenbreath”. Both practical and
profound, this weekend can empower
your life.
Pam Montgomery, Herbalist, Plant Spirit
Healing practitioner and author weaves
together indigenous wisdom, modern
research, and her own experience into
a vibrant testament of the sacred and
powerful nature inherent in plants to heal
people and Earth. Pam Montgomery is
a true co-creator and partner with our
sweet Lady Gaia. Her teachings will
inspire you
to accept the

responsibility and reap the rewards
of this partnership for yourself. Pam
challenges the limited perceptions we
have of modern herbal and medical
practices. She teaches one how to
open the channels of the sacred that
are so important in plant and nature
communication and that are too often
forgotten in our modern healing
rituals/practices. Pam calls forth
the heart, soul and spirit of plants
to rekindle the spirit inherent in the
practice of herbal medicine. Her
books, Partner Earth: A Spiritual
Ecology and Plant Spirit Healing
- A Guide to Working with Plant
Consciousness, can be ordered
through Singing Pebble Books.

Did You Know:
Synthesized vitamins are not
balanced and miss some
necessary nutrients. They release
at the wrong time into the
system and are not
bioavailable.
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What Shape is Yours?
By Jennifer Luck

Due
to
overwhelming
demand,
we
are rerunning
this
very
p o p u l a r
article
from
our
second
edition.
Not
only does it
cover a sensitive topic, it’s also
quite informative and shines a
light on a rather touchy subject.
We present it again as part of our
‘Classic Articles” series.

I am hoping you can help my husband
and I settle an argument about who
has the healthiest poo. My husband
says that I have “very unhealthy bowel
movements”. My stool is often broken
up into pieces, whereas his looks more
like a log. Why do we each have different
shaped stool and does this say anything
about how healthy we are? ---“Bent out
of shape”, Ottawa, ON

Dear “Bent out of shape”,
Thank you for your very
candid question! It is perfectly normal
that you have different shaped stools
than your husband but it is important
to take a closer look to see if you each
Dear Naturopathic Doctor,
have all the signs of a healthy stool.
My question is a bit gross, but
Bowel movements (BMs) are actually
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a very important marker of health and
naturopathic doctors are trained to
evaluate many aspects of a patient’s
BM to determine the underlying cause
of illness. I actually ask many of my
patients to email me a picture of their
stool!
A healthy BM should be easy to
pass (no straining, which may lead to
haemorrhoids and fissures) and should
be a light brown color. It should be
shaped like the letter C or S, similar
to the shape of your colon and should
be about 6-8 inches long for an adult.
It can emerge as a single piece or as a
few pieces. Take a look at the chart
to see what type of stool you have –
type 4 and 5 are ideal. Types 1 and 2
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indicate that the stool has been sitting in your colon for so long
that all the water has been reabsorbed into your body, leaving
behind very dry material that is difficult to pass. It is also a
sign of dysbiosis, which means that you have an overgrowth
of bad bacteria in your gut. In this case it is very important to
supplement with a good quality probiotic that has a minimum
of five billion bacteria comprised of at least two strains. Type
3 is better, but is still indicative that your BMs are not frequent
enough, because the stool is sitting in your colon long enough
to take on its shape (it should be smooth, not bumpy). Ideally,
you should be having three BMs a day, one after each major
meal. Observe your cat or dog – notice how they have a BM
after each meal? They have retained healthy bowel signalling
because they don’t “hold in” their BMs.
Ignoring the urge to defecate causes the colon to become
abnormally enlarged and damages the sensitive nerve endings
which trigger peristalsis, which is the snake-like movement
that pushes the stool out. If you spend all morning running
around in a “flight or fight” state getting the kids ready, making
breakfast and throwing in a load of laundry then it is little
surprise that your body is not signalling you to sit down and
have a bowel movement! BMs get triggered when your body
is in “rest and digest” mode, so if you are prone to constipation

continued on Pg 18
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Did You Know:
Enzymes are a must for
optimal health. Hardening
of the arteries, gall-bladder
problems heart disease,
fibro-cystic breasts, and
chronic illness have been
linked to a lack of enzymes.
How do we destroy
enzymes ? By heating and
over-cooking our food.
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Choice:

The Building Block
of Self-Esteem

By Richard Merrill Haney, PhD.
Over the past twenty years of
dealing with clients in my counselling
and hypnotherapy practice, I have found
that the most frequently asked question
is, “How do I raise my self-esteem?”
Since clients are often confused about
the difference between self-esteem and
self-confidence, it may be helpful to
clarify these two concepts.
Self-confidence is temporary and
can swing wildly from highs to lows
and change from one minute to the
next. It exists only at the surface level
of one’s encounter with life’s events
and relationships. It is dependent on
success, and even on repeated success.
A loss can put a serious dent in one’s
self-confidence.
Self-esteem, on the other hand,

is long term and usually set in early
childhood at a fixed (but changeable)
level. It comes from deep within a
person’s psyche and stays constant,
unless, as an adult, one experiences
making difficult choices about
challenging emotional issues. Once a
person has “ratcheted up” their selfesteem by making such choices, it
cannot go down again. It is permanently
set at the new higher level. Self-esteem
is also not dependent on success.
Failure, as a result of a choice one has
made, does not diminish one’s selfesteem. Self-esteem increases based
on the mere fact that one has made a
difficult emotional choice, regardless
of the outcome.
For children to develop high self-

esteem and carry this into adulthood,
it is essential for parents and teachers
to “get out of the way” and learn to
be comfortable allowing very young
children to make the many hundreds
of little choices that they encounter
each week of their lives. This enables
children to “ratchet up” their self-esteem
gradually through gentler, smaller,
incremental choices rather than all
at once through the momentous and
sometimes traumatic choices they may
face later in life.
This paper does not apply to people
who have very few choices in their lives.
For example, someone who, as a child,
has been sexually abused by a parent
or someone from a poor country where
just getting enough to eat is a full-time

continued on Pg. 34

Security is a kind of death.
- Tennessee Williams
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The Almost-Unknown Worthy
Charity of the Month
This Month: A Port in the Storm “A House of Hope”

This month’s Almost Unknown Worthy
Charity of the Month is a Canadian
Registered Charity: A Port in the Storm “A
House Of Hope”. Located in Winnipeg,
Manitoba it is a place that serves rural
and northern adults who require medical
treatment in Winnipeg. It provides a safe,
supportive and affordable home-like
environment for patients and their families.
How It Got Started
Patients from rural and northern
Manitoba with cancer and other acute or
chronic illnesses often require medical
treatments in Winnipeg.
Two oncology nurses, Joanne Loughery,
Patricia Benjaminson, and a patient
volunteer, Greg Pilgrim, founded a Port
in the Storm Inc. They recognized the
need of rural and northern adult patients
to stay in a home-like environment while
receiving medical care in Winnipeg.
Description
Many people with a life-altering illness
must face prolonged or frequent medical
treatments and most always feel (along
with their family and friends) they are in
the centre of a “Storm”. Non-Winnipeg
residents often must remain in the city
for their treatments and face additional
burdens such as physical handicaps,
social and family role changes, and most
often financial difficulties. A Port in the
Storm is the descriptive name used to
convey the conflicting and frequently
frightening changes experienced by
these people. The “Port” will be a house,
which will provide a safe, supportive,
affordable, home-like environment and
haven for people who are in the centre
of a “Storm”.

Additional Support
Storm Kits
Bags are provided to out-of-town
patients, which will contain useful
items such as toiletries, journals, maps
and information about Winnipeg.
Port Fund
A fund, which will be established to
assist patients who are unable to pay the
room rate.
The Vision
Achievement of the organization’s
and the House’s mission statements
is predicated on its beliefs in certain
values:
Quality of Life
The right of individuals to focus on
health, rather than housing. A relaxed,
home-like environment contributes to
an improved attitude and sense of wellbeing.
Dignity
Dignity is sustained by mutual respect
among staff, volunteers and guests
within the organizational structure.
Every staff member, volunteer, donor
and guest will be valued for his or her
role and contribution.
Caring
It recognizes the intrinsic value of
caring through collaboration with
health care institutions and staff.
Fiscal Accountability
It promotes efficient and responsible
utilization of resources.
Collaboration
It brings together human and financial
resources with ingenuity, respect, and
responsibility.

Manitoba required a lengthy stay in
Winnipeg to receive aggressive outpatient treatment for a life-threatening
illness. As there were no family or friends
living in Winnipeg, arrangements were
made to rent a furnished apartment. The
child was frightened by the parent’s
illness and missed the extended family
and friends when in Winnipeg, so the
parent spent much time alone. During
one conversation the young parent shared
her dream: “The worst part of my cancer
experience was staying in that expensive
apartment all alone. If I had one wish I
would want a house built in Winnipeg
for people like me, similar to the Ronald
McDonald House for children. I would
call it my House of Hope.” Regrettably,
this young patient did not live to
accomplish this dream.
Joanne states, “I have been a nurse in
the field of cancer for over 20 years.
Receiving treatment for cancer or any
life threatening illness is a very trying
experience for patients and their families.
It creates enormous physical, emotional,
spiritual, and financial burdens. Over
the years as an oncology nurse I have
known this to be a very difficult problem
for many patients and have heard many
similar stories. I have cared for endless
numbers of patients from rural Manitoba
and housing is an enormous burden for
them during this very stressful time.”
This is a Canadian Registered Charity
#851412833RR001

Do you know of a Charity for next month’s
Almost Unknown Worthy Charity? We’d
love to hear about it. The criteria. They
An Inspirational Story
do great work and are almost unknown.
Joanne Loughery, the President of A Send your submission on an Almost
Port in the Storm Inc., shares a story Unknown Worthy Charity to charity@
The Mission
A Port in the Storm Inc. as an of inspiration that encouraged her and OttawaNatural.com
organization will support the House by her partners to dedicate their time to
bringing together human and financial establishing this charity:
resources with ingenuity, respect, and
A young single parent from rural
responsibility.
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Did You Know:
Low electrolytes = loose stools,
difficulty sleeping, water retention
Low Potassium = pain in kidneys,
shallow breathing, quick beating
heart, and mid-afternoon fatigue,
anxiety
Low Calcium = aching bones/joints
Low Salt = cold hands/feet
and low energy

This month’s
‘Did You Know’
facts courtesy of
www.healthier-harvest.com.
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continued from Pg 11
take five minutes every morning to sit on
the toilet and relax; this will often trigger
a BM. It is also important to drink
enough water or herbal teas to keep your
stools soft (caffeinated beverages and
soda do not count!). To determine how
much water you should be drinking take
your body weight in pounds a divide by
half. This equals the number of ounces
you should be drinking per day.
On the looser end of the
spectrum are types 6 and 7, which indicate
that your digestive system is severely
impaired, anywhere from your mouth to
your stomach to your large intestine. It
is important to work with a naturopathic
doctor to determine which aspect of your
digestive system is the culprit. With my
patients I do a full evaluation of their
digestive system starting at the very
beginning – the mouth. I advise all my
patients to give their digestive systems a
rest by chewing their food more slowly.
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Next I evaluate the levels of stomach
acid to ensure the food is being properly
broken down. We can do this by taking
a look at symptoms such as heart burn,
acid reflux and burping, which often
indicates that the stomach acid levels
are too low. I also evaluate stomach
acid levels through a simple “burp test”
using baking soda.
Once food gets to your small and
large intestine, it gets “worked on” by a
multitude of bacteria. A deficiency of
good bacteria will produce symptoms
of excess bloating and gas and can
cause very painful
cramping
as
well as loose or
hard stools.
I
also
evaluate
my patients for
hidden
food
allergies
which
can produce type 6

or 7 stools and lead to the worsening of
many inflammatory conditions such as
headaches, arthritis, asthma and eczema.
If you are experiencing type 6 or 7 stools
on a regular basis, it is important that
you discuss your symptoms with your
naturopathic doctor or family doctor to
determine if you should be screened for
bowel disease such as Crohn’s, ulcerative
colitis or celiac disease. Now that you
know what a healthy stool should look
like, you and your husband can take a
look tomorrow morning and decide who
has the healthiest stool after all!

Did You Know:

If an aloe product is
approved by the Aloe
Science Council, you are
guaranteed it does what
it says it does. Some
commercial aloe’s only
contain one-tenth of
1% aloe in a gallon
bottle. Aloe products
can contain 1000
gallons of water and
1 gallon of Aloe and still
be advertised as 100%
stabilized. A little Aloe
will only do a little good.
The only protection
the public has is the
integrity of the
manufacturer
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Simple Living and Peace
Simple Living and Peace
All species on earth live in
balance with nature, accepting what
nature gives and working within these
limits with the innate wisdom that this is
the only way the planet can be sustained.
All – except humans.
Impact of consumption on the planet
With consumption being seen
as equivalent to economic success, we
are depleting natural resources at an
alarming rate and the earth will have
to pay for our limitless plundering. All
species will be affected with pain and
destruction due to our irresponsible and
self-serving actions – we are capable of
destroying not only our species but the
entire planet, maybe even within our
lifetimes.
Impact of consumption on the individual
Limitless consumption and over
indulgence (like over-eating or watching
too much TV) leads to restlessness,
hurt and pain physically, mentally and
spiritually. As we become absorbed with
immediate gratification, we also become
fearful and anxious of losing it all. Fear
absorbs and motivates us to be protective.
The more we have, the more we want –
we start to think that our existence and
survival depend on those possessions. A
sense of emptiness envelopes our mind
makes us feel less than whole. We feel
insecure unless we get every new gadget,
the bigger house, and the better vacation.
Always something more, to counter this
insecurity, we resort to either over-eating
or over extending credit facilities to own
unwanted goods. Consumption blinds us
and separates us from our inner resources
of strength and power. We succumb
to competition, disappointments and
depression, disease and pain. To avoid
pain we might resort to painkillers,
spiralling down to addiction and serious
illness.

what we have to offer to others and by our
clothes, the colour of our skin, our looks.
We define ourselves by the perceptions
of others. Our likes and dislikes become
based on this identity. And we run our
lives in establishing, preserving and
expanding this identity, acquiring and
hoarding material possessions to support
that expansion, craving other external
identifications that we do not possess.
Our life becomes so absorbed in this that
we slowly wander away from the inner
connection to our true nature.
But people have been known to
lose all of their identity and still continue to
exist taking on new identities in different
places. The changed identity can be
changed again. So the question each of us
needs to ask is this: Is this who I am? Who
am I? What is my true identity?

Our true identity:
Consciousness
There is an
internal life energy
or Consciousness
that resides in
every
particle
of the universe
that is described
as
Omniscient
(complete
in
knowledge). It is
this Consciousness
that
creates,
sustains, motivates
and transforms all
living beings. We
are born with this
Consciousness; we
are carried through
the
journey
of life by this
consciousness and
we move on to the
unknown by this
consciousness.
This
‘life
What motivates us to consume: Identity
We see ourselves as others see us: energy’ is the
by our qualifications, by what we do, by continuum and the
Ottawa Natural

constant within us, while all else is ever
changing. This is untouched by and
apart from sense-based expressions of
emotions, thoughts, likes, dislikes, taste
and touch. This is the one “BEING
- AWARENESS” that knows every
thought, action, inaction within us- yet
is silent, an observer, watching over
us like a loving mother - unique and
singular in her love for each of her
children. Like children we are distracted
easily in the attractions of the world and
it is role of that ‘Consciousness’ to use
any possible tool to bring the child back
to stay focussed/healthy.
Water, be it from a river or a well,
is essentially the same. But due to the
exposure with certain minerals water
from one source may be different from
that of another and so may be consumed

continued on Pg 26
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A list of Reoccurring Events

Astrology

Career Consultants

How to Find Your Right Work Seminar:. For
Time & Place call George Dutch 613-563-0584

Carol Kerwin Professional Astrologer. Birth
Charts, Navigating Life Passages carol_kerwin@
rogers.com 613-834-3461

JOBJOY INC. Visit www.JobJoy.com for list of
FREE monthly seminars. George Dutch. Certified
Job & Career Transition Coach. Author of Job Joy!
& Job Joy for Young Adults. Find the career that
matches you. Job search coaching. Best Resumes
in Ottawa. Insurance coverage. Downtown Ottawa
& Kanata locations. Tel: 613-563-0584, or email
george@JobJoy.com

A Course in Miracles
Course Oasis. Courses, support and study groups,
spiritual gatherings, individual mentoring and
counselling, books. Mary Anne Buchowski.
613-726-0195; courseoasis@primus.ca; www.
courseoasis.org
Allergy
ALLERGY & CHRONIC CONDITIONS.
10th year serving Ottawa. Judy Spence’s Medical
background assures your program is tailored to
your health needs. NAET is excellent for treatment
of allergy & infection as well as Autism, CFS, FM,
MCS, ADD & other chronic conditions including
pain. Doctorate of Natural Medicine, RN, Ac.
Advanced Level 2 NAET, Advanced 2 BioSet,
Laser Acupuncture Detox & Lymphatic Drainage.
Western medicine meets eastern medicine to
correct persistent and acute health issues. Stateof-the-art computerized testing. The NAET Clinic
of Ottawa, a full service, full time practice. Also
offers Detoxification, Hypnosis, Homeotoxicology,
Auricular Medicine & Ion detox foot baths. 613728-2579 www.naetottawa.com On parle francais.
Allergy Treatment
Debra Lowe Canada’s most highly trained
Advanced-2 NAET practitioner. (613) 526-9531
www.allergyandpain.com
Currently certified
NAET practitioners can be found at www.naet.com
Angelic Reiki
Let the Energy of the Angels transform you into
divinity! In this Hands on Healing Manner BY:
Rev. Gordon Olmstead FREE OF CHARGE! My
will is to serve humanity! gordonolmstead@yahoo.
ca (613) 726-3385 (Home) (613) 323-0057 (Cell)
Located in Nepean.
Art Galleries
Snapdragon Gallery 791 Bank Street (at Third)
Richard Banister 613-233-1296

Beauty and Health
NATURAL BEAUTY & HEALTH CLINIC.
The best personalized European aroma and spastile Natural Face Lift programs. Healing restores
skin’s innate wisdom and power of SELFREGENERATION. Our organic skin product
without skin damaging dehydrating glycerin or
other unwanted chemicals. All esthetics services
with holistic approach. massage, lymph drainage,
Reiki, Ear Candling. Ins. coverage (613) 526-1255
Dina.
CENTRE FOR PERMANENT MAKEUP
Permanent makeup services & training. 4475871
www.absolutelyfabulousfaces.com
permanentmakeup.ottawa@gmail.com
ORGANIC GOODS DELIVERED: Over 1,400
green health + beauty items available at www.
ECOOTTAWA.com. Convenient + reliable ecodelivery service in Ottawa. FREE local delivery on
orders over $35.
Bookkeeping
Horst Business Services - For Peace of Mind
and the Freedom to Do What You Enjoy Most
and Do Best. Simply Accounting – QuickBooks
– AgExpert Osiah Horst obhorst@nrtco.net 613281-1525
Bowen Therapy
Bette Madigan Westboro, 613-722-4249 www.
BowenTherapyOttawa.ca
GENTLE TOUCH,
POWERFUL HEALING Recover from Back Pain
- Fybomyalgia Sporting Injuries - Knee Pain and
more. Special Introductory Offer - “Two people for
the price of one for 2 sessions”.

Community
Bi-Weekly Men’s Group open to new members.
A fine place for self-directed personal exploration,
support and connection. Call Bruce at 613-3251550.
PARENT FINDERS. Reuniting families separated
by adoption. 613-730-8305
ADULT CHILDREN ANONYMOUS, a 12 step
group for adult children of alcoholic and other
dysfunctional families. For information http://
acainnerpeace.ncf.ca
Counselling
Debra-Lynn Menard, M.Ed., C.C.C. Counsellor/
Psychotherapist. Optimum Health Coaching &
Counselling. “CHOICES” Caring dlmenard@
rogers.com 613-737-4555
Pamela Holm Karmic & Past life Healing. Energy
Music Therapy. Working with your spiritual Healers
613-264-8671 pamela_holm@yahoo.com
Courses
SPIRITUAL COURSES: Spirit Guides and
Angel Guardians, Psychic Awakening, and Native
Spirituality. These courses will be listed in the
Learning for Life publication, Ottawa Carleton
District School Board. For more information,
please call Carol Throop at 613-823-6103 or
thepath2304@yahoo.ca www.empoweringspirit.ca

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.
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CranioSacral Therapy

Fresh Organic Produce

JOHN CARKNER, Advanced CST Practitioner
and Intuitive Healer, Upledger Teaching Assistant,
and Health & Wellness Educator. Any questions
or concerns? Call for a clear understanding of how
CST can make a difference. Receive an introductory
session for only $40! 613-596-2210 or jcarkner@
sympatico.ca
Daycare

*Connaught Acres* www.connaughtacres.ca
Organic Meats/Eggs/Local Seasonal Produce For
more information call 613-448-3540 or email
debbie@connaughtacres.ca

Jackie O’Grady: Internationally renowned Reiki
Master/Teacher, Spiritual Counselor, Hot Stone
Energy Therapy, Indian Head Massage, PSYCH-K
Facilitator, Munay-Ki Facilitator, Light Language
Grids, IONIC Detox Foot Spa www.jackie-ogrady.
com Jackie@jackie-ogrady.com 613-796-6371

Holistic Cooking

Inner Peace

HOLISTIC COOKING ACADEMY OF
CANADA INC. We train holistic nutritional chefs
as well as enlightened home chefs. See www.
holistic-cooking.com to view advisory board and
class agendas for employment opportunities. See
Lori Nichols Davies, Dean, NHC, and nutrition
consultant. 613-369-5013

A one hour, private consultation by appointment
shows you the order of your gifts of communication,
and how to be more in control of your environment.
You learn how many angels you have, and how to
have a two way communication with them. Find
answers for yourself so you will feel peace of mind.
$ 72.00. Call 613-238-7844 rbunbury@magma.ca

ORGANIC DAYCARE at the Glebe Reggio
Centre. Embrace the harmony! 613-236-3000
Detox
Renate Graf: Safe, comfortable, clean procedure.
Very effective detox procedure. Call 613 276-1220
Divorce Mediation/Divorce Recovery
The Separation & Divorce Resource Center
Diane Valiquette. Divorce Coach/Relationship
Expert. Navigate the legal system/ mediation/
divorce recovery and/or relationship recovery.
diane@thesdrc.com 613-837-9025
Ear Candling
EAR CANDLING - HYGIENIC. Fire-resistant
head cover. Riverside Health Centre. Dina (613)
526-1255.
Emotional Freedom Technique
Debra Albert, EFT-CC, EFT-ADV. Emotional
Freedom Technique Practitioner & Personal
Performance Coach. debra@debra-albert.ca www.
debra-albert.ca 613-859-3138
Combining the power of EFT and Donna Eden
Energy Medicine to release blocks and empower
you to step into your magnificence. Catherine
McLenaghan, Private sessions and ongoing classes.
www.energywellspring.com Call 613-730-0411
EMF Balancing
EMF Balancers, Home, Work, Auto Steve Priebe
(613) 842-4758 spriebe@sympatico.ca www.
emffreezone.ca
Feng Shui Workshops
Practitioner/Facilitator
Linda
Therrien
from Life Health Healing Centre provides two
workshops.
Introduction to Feng Shui with
compass and Advanced Feng Shui with crystals.
Both include certificates. Let Feng Shui in your
home and in your life help you achieve Harmony,
Abundance, Happiness and more. Workshops are
held on the third Saturday or Sunday of each month
from 1 pm to 5 pm. Pre-registration required.
Linda is the founder and teacher of Dimensional
Meditation with crystals. Call: 613-824-4548 or
visit www.lifehealthhealing.com.

Hypnotherapy
Use powerful and proven techniques to help you
create a happier and healthier life. Offering over
10 years experience in Counselling, Hypnotherapy
and NLP. Karinna Najera 613-830-3468 www.
focusingonchange.com
HELP
FOR
ORDINARY
EVERYDAY
PROBLEMS WITH HYPNOSIS Sandra Marian
B.A. T.E.S.O.L. N.L.P. Reiki I.E.T. C.C.P. C.C.H.
C.M.P. n.d. Lay School Theology & Pastoral
Care certified. National Guild Hypnotists & New
England Institute of Hypnotherapy certified. credit
cards accepted Naturopathic (extended) health
insurance receipts 2211 Riverside Drive-Suite 402
(613)-866-8471
Hypnosis
Rid yourself of old habits and addictions. SLEEP
despite your partner’s snoring thanks to hypnosis.
Weight loss, Drug, Smoking, Sex, Food & Gambling
addictions. Age regression to correct decades old
influences. Medical hypnosis by Judy Spence (CH),
National Guild of Hypnotists certified. Ottawa 613728-2579 OR Gatineau: 819-661-1061. 1st session:
$100. Subsequent $80. Insurance receipts. www.
naetottawa.com
Martine Brisson, hypnosis and alternative
therapies. REDISCOVER THE JOY OF LIFE with
the help of hypnosis, EFT, NLP, Eye movement
Integration therapy, Psych-K, Reiki and IET. I get
to the source of the problem to eliminate it. Only
certified 5 Path (5 phase advance transformational
hypnosis) in the region. Teacher of 7 Path selfhypnosis. Stress reduction, remove fears, anxiety,
self-esteem, traumas and more.
Insurance
receipt available. Gatineau. 819-918-6670 www.
martinebrisson.com
Individual Practitioners
Carol A Throop teacher and healer please call 613
823-6103 www.empoweringspirit.ca
Miranda Dayvis: Rolfing, Reflexology, Coach,
Natural Health Practitioner 613-835-9188

Journey
Marie Bonselaar: “The Journey” process of
healing by Brandon Bays. Discover inner joy,
remove blocks to the vitality of life. www.yourinner-wisdom.com 613-521-8449
Phyllis Wedding: Come fly with me and discover
the freedom already living in your Soul. 819-4673800 First process for donation only.
Joy & Happiness
21 DAYS to Happiness Workbooks & NIKKEN
Pi-Mag Water-Air-Sleep, Sylvia@613-721-0039
Laughter
Laugh with Sophie, Laughter Yoga Teacher and
Leader Bring more health, joy and harmony in
your life through laughter Workshops-conferencesretreats-training-laughter club-individual coaching
(613) 842-9771 www.sunflowerinstitute.ca
Life Between Lives
This is the space between your current life and
the one before. The times between death and reentering the womb for another life. But what goes
on in that time-space? What happens to the soul?
This is journey to the other side to better understand
the reason for which we came on earth. The process
is profound, the session itself last up to three hours.
Martine Brisson, hypnosis and alternative therapies
Gatineau, 819-918-6670 www.martinebrisson.com
Life Coach
Bryce Healey:   Member International Coach
Federation (ICF) Coaching Certification, CCF
Master NLP Practitioner Certification 613-8688848 bryce@brycehealey.com www.brycehealey.
com
Rebecca Darling BCH Certified Martha Beck Life
Coach and Board Certified Hypnotist One-on-one
consultations, corporate presentations – Energize
your Stress! www.darlingassociates.ca 613 3842229
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Lymphatic Drainage
LYMPH DRAINAGE, MASSAGE. Detoxify
body. Reduce cellulite, edema. Effective for
fibromyalgia. Riverside Health Centre. Dina (613)
526-1255.
Vodder Method. Effective treatment for acute &
chronic conditions. Judy Spence, DNM, RN. 613728-2579 www.naetottawa.com
Richard Stannard RMT Massage, Structural
Integration A.R.T. 613-731-5775
Massage
BODY MASSAGE & Manual Lymph Drainage.
Reiki. Insurance coverage available. Riverside
Health Centre. Dina (613) 526-1255. Also in Valdes-Monts, Québec.
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE for CHRONIC
ILLNESS Effective treatment of many chronic
conditions. Judy Spence, DNM RN. 613-728-2579
www.naetottawa.com
Yoga meets massage for double the relaxation.
Treat yourself to this ancient healing art, it is simply
beautiful. Two locations: Gatineau and Ottawa. sunbeamtouch.ca, 613-858-THAI (8424), Charles
Massage Therapy (Registered)
JENNIFER PRESLEY, RMT. Treatment &
relaxation, deep tissue, Craniosacral, Reiki.
Injuries, pregnancy, migraine, TMJ. Vibrant
Health, 20 James St., Top Fl. 613-237-4400. www.
vibranthealthmassage.ca

Blackburn Hamlet Massage Therapy Our
specialities include; Back and Neck Pain, Stress
Relief, Head Aches, Repetitive Strain Injuries, TMJ
etc. 2559 Innes Rd, 613-841-2382
Richard Stannard RMT Massage, Structural
Integration A.R.T. 613-731-5775
Meditation
FREE MEDITATION CLASSES offered as a
community service by the Sri Chinmoy Centre
of Ottawa. Learn simple, powerful meditation
techniques to help you in everyday life. Call
613-791-5793 for dates and locations of ongoing
classes. Visit www.srichinmoy.org to view the
spiritual teachings and writings of Sri Chinmoy.
Transcendental Meditation (TM) — A simple,
natural, completely effortless meditation technique
from the ancient Vedic tradition of knowledge.
TM provides deep physical rest, unfolds the full
potential of the brain, and is backed by hundreds
of published studies. See www.doctorsontm.com or
www.tm.org. Ottawa center: 613-565-2030; email:
Ottawa@maharishi.ca
N.A.E.T.
ALLERGY & CHRONIC CONDITIONS.
10th year serving Ottawa. Judy Spence’s Medical
background assures your program is tailored to
your health needs. NAET is excellent for treatment
of allergy & infection as well as Autism, CFS, FM,
MCS, ADD & other chronic conditions including

pain. Doctorate of Natural Medicine, RN, Ac.
Advanced Level 2 NAET, Advanced 2 BioSet,
Laser Acupuncture Detox & Lymphatic Drainage.
Western medicine meets eastern medicine to
correct persistent and acute health issues. Stateof-the-art computerized testing. The NAET Clinic
of Ottawa, a full service, full time practice. Also
offers Detoxification, Hypnosis, Homeotoxicology,
Auricular Medicine & Ion detox foot baths. 613728-2579 www.naetottawa.com On parle francais.
Debra Lowe Canada’s most highly trained
Advanced-2 NAET practitioner. (613) 526-9531.
www.allergyandpain.com
Currently certified
NAET practitioners can be found at www.naet.com
Organic
FREE LOCAL ECO-HOME DELIVERY on
orders over $35! Sustainable small business w.
best service, quality selection + low prices for
natural, organic, local and fair trade goods. www.
ECOOTTAWA.com - proudly serving Ottawa
since 2006.
Psychic Readings
LINDA THERRIEN World Know Medium
Clairvoyant. Using Crystals, Chinese Astrology
and Channeling, Cards, my Readings consist of
guidance in your work, health, love and Spiritual
Healing. I am accurate, dependable and gifted. I am
Founder of Dimensional Meditation with crystals,

Did You Know:
Radiation of foods
kills the nutritional
value altogether.
Freezing causes 40%
loss of nutrient
value in foods.
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Past Life Regression Channeling Facilitator and a
Reiki Master Teacher Practitioner 613-824-4548
www.lifehealthhealing.com
Quit Smoking
STOP SMOKING with Omega Laser Therapy
Break the habit for a healthy future 613-680-4931
Reflexology
RAC certified Reflexology’s Donald McHugh
gives a treatment that is a natural healing art based
on the principal that there are reflexes in the feet,
hand, and ears, which correspond to every part,
organ, and gland in the body. Through application
of pressure on these reflexes, reflexology relieves
tension and improves circulation. Located at
the James Street Wellness Centre. kdmchugh@
persona.ca 613-652-9064
Reiki
LIFE HEALTH HEALING CENTER Linda
Therrien, Usui-Tibetan Reiki Master/ Teacher.
Weekly classes and treatment sessions. Founder
of Dimensional Meditation with crystals, weekly
private classes. Call: 613-824-4548 www.
lifehealthhealing.com
DINA. Usui Reiki Master. Harmonize body,
mind and emotional system. Bring peace of mind.
Sessions and training for all levels. Riverside
Health Centre. 613-526-1255.
Susan Jennings, Usui Reiki Master, teacher
and practitioner. Calm, gentle, healing Reiki
appointments call 613 596 2708. Reiki class
schedule www.reiki-life-energy.com
Restaurants
GOVINDA’S ALL YOU CAN EAT Vegetarian/
Vegan Buffet. 212 Somerset East Regular $7.00
Students & Seniors $5.00

PEACE GARDEN: International Vegetarian
Power Juice Bar Gourmet Coffee & Tea House.
Vegetarian never tasted so good. 47 Clarence Street
613-562-2434
Retreats
NEW LIFE RETREAT Lanark Highlands,
Ottawa-1 hour. Group rentals, workshops, personal
retreats, 100 acres, xc ski trails, snowshoeing, hot
tub, solarium, wood stoves. Vegetarian cuisine, raw
/ cooked. www.newliferetreat.com 613-259-3337
The Ranch Retreat Private personalized retreats
for individuals and small groups (max 6 persons).
65 beautiful environmentally friendly acres.
Meadows, forest, trails, water frontage. Holistic
health care services including Medical Intuitive.
Westport / Perth area. www.TheRanchRetreat.ca
613-273-7507.
ECONICHE HOUSE In the heart of the Gatineau
Hills. 20 Minutes from Ottawa. Up to 80 people.
Hot tubs, outdoor pools, fireplaces, and incredible
homemade food. A place for all seasons. 819-8270086
Rolfing
Hyatt Saikin 22 years experience. Insurance
Coverage 613-277-5080
Miranda Dayvis, Advanced Practitioner. 613-8359188
Julia Berg, Certified Rolfer and Rolf Movement
Practitioner. 1142 Wellington St West. www.
renuspa.ca (w) 613-722-2929 (c) 613-894-3663
Schools
NATIONAL HEALTH INSTITUTES self
study programs are primarily focused in areas of
complementary health, fitness and self help. www.
naturalhealthinstitutes.com 1-877-846-6722

Shamanism
LINDA STEELE, Shamanic Energy Healer.
Sessions highly effective for healing emotional
distress due to grief, trauma, childhood issues
& physical ailments, i.e. fibromyalgia, cysts,
tumors, ear & eye infections, chronic back,
knee and hip pain. In person or distance healing
for people & pets. Space clearing of homes &
businesses. www.lindaenergyhealer.com 613868-8468.
Spiritual Courses
Spirit Guides and Angel Guardians, Psychic
Awakening, and Native Spirituality. Please call
Carol Throop 613-823-6103
Spiritual Centres
HARE KRISHNA TEMPLE 212 Somerset
East 613-565-6544
Spiritualist Church
SPIRITUALISTS’ CHURCH OF OTTAWA
Sunday 2:30-4:30 Services held at: Yellow
Room, Unitarian House - 20 Cleary Avenue
(North off of Richmond Road, first street east
of Woodroof) Contact Reverend Rosemary
Nowakowska 613-761-7914
Tuning Fork Practitioner
Janis Weaver Tuning Fork Practitioner.
Mourning Dove SouLutions. A gentle healing
allowing deep distresses to release. Specializing
in Depression, Divorce & Death. 613-816-3669
Weddings
CO-CREATE THE GOWN OF YOUR
DREAMS! Wedding, hand fasting, ritual attire
for all. Tracey@tav-creations.com 613-2413397

Nearly all men can
stand adversity, but
if you want to test
a man’s character,
give him power.”
Abraham Lincoln
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Natural Events
Visit www.pranashanti.com
information

for

more

Kirtan with Bhava
Friday, July 9th, 7:00 PM
Come join us for an evening of Kirtan with
traditional Hindu and Sufi call and response.
Bhava will bring the colors these ancient songs
carry through Voice, Sitar, Harmonium, and
Darbouka. Lyrics will be distributed so that
everyone can join in with the melodies. Cost:
$15.00
PranaShanti Total Body Boost
Saturday, July 10th, 8:30 AM to 1:00 PM
Learn what you body needs to be nourished
and hydrated all summer long. 24 hours
of liquid nourishment done the right way!
Supervised and customized for you. Get the
right blend of liquid nutrients, clean proteins
and natural soluble fibre to deeply nourish the
body and stimulate specific body systems aiding
detoxification and rejuvenation. All foods and
drinks provided and you will be supported by a
half-day workshop. Cost: $129.00 per person.
Yoga Nidra – Deep Relaxation with Alison/
Devinder
Sunday, July 11th, 4:30 PM
Yoga Nidra is a body-centered form of meditation
that can be practiced for many reasons: to deeply
relax and release stress; to promote healing of
the body-mind and to rediscover a greater sense
of wholeness and balance that is naturally ours.
Cost: Class Card or Drop in Fee.
PranaShanti Meals that Heal with Kylie
Delfino
Friday, July 23rd, 6:30 PM
Friday, August 27th, 6:30 PM
Monthly dinner night at PranaShanti that focuses
on healthy eating and lifestyle choices combined
with delicious vegetarian and vegan multi course
meals. Each month is a different theme/subject.
Limited to 20. Enjoy full dining service with
tables and chairs, glassware, china and cutlery.
Cost: $35.00 per person.
Full and New Moon Meditations
•
Tuesday, July 27th, 5:45 PM – Full
Moon

Tuesday, August 10th, 5:45 PM –
New Moon
•
Tuesday, August 24th, 5:45 PM –
Full Moon
Join Alison (Devinder Kaur) for these special
classes that call upon the powerful energy of the
full and new moons. Balance your mind, calm
your spirit, and uplift your soul! Cost: Class
Card or Drop in Fee.
•

Monthly Healing Meditations
Last Saturday of each month, 9:00 AM to
10:30 AM
Every month join our Saturday morning
Kundalini Yoga class that includes practicing a
Healing Meditation for yourself or those in need.
Cost: Class Card or Drop in Fee.
Kids Yoga Camp with Jamie Reardon
Monday, August 9th to Friday, August 13th –
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM
This is a fun filled week of Yoga for Kids!
Drop off your little yogi for an afternoon of great
Yoga activities and new friendships. Children
will be physically active and mentally engaged
as they explore Mother Nature through Yoga
poses and games. Cost: $110.00 per child for
the week or $25.00 per child per day. Limited
space, registration deadline is July 30th, 2010.
Buddhist Perspective on Death and Dying
with Kelsang Rabjor
Saturday, August 14th, 1:00 PM
What happens when we die? How can we
prepare for our death? How can we help others
who are dying? Join us as we examine this
important topic, and learn how to transform a
potentially fearful time into a joyful experience!
Cost: By Donation. $10 suggested amount.
PranaShanti Women’s Retreat – 2 Nights
Friday, August 27th to Sunday, August 29th
Take the time you need to heal and rejuvenate.
Enjoy delicious organic vegetarian food in a
calm and healing space away from the daily
distractions. Each day a series of yoga classes,
meditations and activities are available for you.
Return home Sunday feeling rested, refreshed
and reconnected. Cost: $595.00 per person.
All ages and abilities are warmly welcome!
Location: Echoniche House, Cantley, Quebec,
20 minutes from Ottawa.

PranaShanti Women’s Day Retreat – 1 Day
Saturday, August 28th, 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM
Take some time to yourself to enjoy a summer’s day at
a beautiful 50 acre private property called Echoniche
House in Cantley, Quebec. By partaking in this Day
Retreat, you acknowledge the link between selfnurturing and self-respect. You remember that the
more you care for yourself, the more you have to
offer others. No previous yoga experience necessary.
Bring your mother, sister, daughter and girlfriends!
Women of all ages and abilities are warmly welcome.
An organic vegetarian lunch will be served. Cost:
$108.00 per person.
Hatha Yoga Teacher Training – 210 Hour Program
Begins July 17th, 2010 to November 7th, 2010
Dive into the teachings physically, mentally and
spiritually with our 210 hour program (YA RYT-200
approved) that includes 1 week of intensive training
at a private water front retreat property less than 1
hr from Ottawa, followed by 7 weekends of training
at PranaShanti. Early Bird Rate, Work Exchange,
Scholarship & Payment Plans available.
Kundalini Yoga Teacher Training – Level 1
Begins September 17th, 2010, 220+ Hour Program
This Program leads to certification as a KRI Level
1 Yoga Teacher and is internationally recognized
and YA RYT-200 approved. Held on 10 monthly
weekends. Our Teaching Team brings a wealth of
experience and expertise. All of our Teachers are
KRI certified Teacher Trainers. Early Bird Rate and
Payment Plans available.
KRI Kundalini Yoga Level 2 – Conscious
Communications
Two 3-Day Sessions:
•
Friday, October 29th to Sunday, October
31st and
•
Friday, November 19th to Sunday,
November 21st, 2010
Join us this fall for a dynamic course that will
challenge, uplift and transform you. The ability
to apply conscious communication is a vital part
of being a great teacher, a mature trainer and an
excellent human being. This course is open to KRI
Level 1 certified Teachers.

Ultimately we know deeply that the other side of every fear is freedom. - Marilyn Ferguson
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Natural Events

Savouring Sunday

As the times change, one thing that remains constant is people’s love for
food! Every Sunday afternoon in August at the Billings Estate National
Historic Site, discover the sweetest and most savoury aspect of pioneer life.
Each week from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., participants will learn food preparation
skills based on heritage techniques and see how they have been adapted
to modern times. Topics include pickling, jelly making, edible ornaments,
brewing beer, and open hearth cooking. Workshop runs from August 1 to
29. Admission is $10 per person. Billings Estate is located at 2100 Cabot
Street, Ottawa. For more information visit Ottawa.ca/museums or call 613247-4830.

July 2 - August 27: Cultivating the Past
Ever dreamed of growing your very own fruits and vegetables? Well,
grab your watering cans! Every Friday in July and August, Billings Estate
National Historic Site invites the public to help tend the estate’s veggie
garden. Learn how to plant seeds, manage weeds, nurture your seedlings
into full-grown, delicious vegetables and then take home the fruits of
your labour! Open to green thumbs ages 4 years and up. Please register in
advance. Fridays, from July 2 to August 27. 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. Cost is $6
per person. 2100 Cabot St. For more information and registration call
613-247-4830 or visit Ottawa.ca/museums.

Did You Know:
Every minute of the day someone has a stroke.
Every four minutes a stroke victim dies. Stress is
the major cause of cancer, heart attack and stroke.
2,700 people die each day from heart disease, 1,000
people are disabled each day from heart attacks.

In the Calendar:

Quantum-Touch therapy
Introduction and Demonstration
Friday, July 9th and September
10th, 2010
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Come to hear what this new work is
all about and experience the feeling
of energy, share stories, ask questions,
feel relaxation and energy
flow through your being

Quantum-Touch therapy
Certificate Training weekend

Saturday and Sunday,
July 10th and 11th, and
September 11th and 12th, 2010
9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
James Street Wellness Centre,
20 James Street, Ottawa

In a few short hours you will learn how to run
energy using meditation and special breathing
techniques that will allow you to heal
yourself, your friends, family, plants and
animals. You will be learning from an
experienced energy healer

Call Aileen’s Oasis
613-228-2272, 613-705-3751,
or
1-866-493-023, or by e-mail at
aileen.mckenna66@gmail.com
www.aileensoasis.com

Your best shot at happiness, self-worth and personal satisfaction - the
things that constitute real success - is not in earning as much as you can
but in performing as well as you can something that you consider worthwhile.
-- William Raspberry
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continued from Pg 19
for different uses - washing dishes,
bathing, cooking or, on the brighter side,
mixed with herbs and used for healing.
Through these different purposes the
texture of the water may change but other
elements of nature work together to help
purify and replenish water to its original
essential structure through the cycle
of evaporation and rains, irrespective
of whether it was exposed to chemical
waste or used in healing. Water serves its
purpose.
Our Consciousness is the witness
to the demands of our senses, our mind
and intellect. It has its purpose - to heal,
to take us back home - to Contentment Peace. It uses all of its power to shake
the misunderstanding/pretences that is
clouding over. It gives all of its power to
reveal itself – we only need to reconnect.
Reconnecting to our Consciousness
One way to restore the conditions
is to use natural elements from within.
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Our physical body is embodied with
five elements of nature. They have
tremendous potency to heal everything
in nature. Getting in touch with the
elements and triggering its power is the
goal. Thankfully using the NATURE
ever so gently is the beginning step to
healing. Becoming one with them is
the salvation. There are also powerful
breathing exercises like ‘Kaya Kalpa
Kriya’ that cleanse and activate the
basic elements within us and replenish
our body, mind and intellect, bringing
clarity.
Clarity in thinking helps
remembering and identifying ourselves
with this Truth/Consciousness that we
can relieve ourselves of all struggles those struggles brought originally due
to our limitless identifications with
external possessions. All identifications
with the external, is only a device to
enhance our definition of ‘me’. The
more these artificial identifications fall,

our definition of ‘me’ collapses into the
one and only primordial - Consciousness
Awareness that which we may choose
to call SOUL or GOD or NOBODY
whatever we wish. From here life moves
with nature and remember that nature
is rich, bountiful and ever - giving. This
is the path to true richness, inside and
outside.
Let ‘simple living’ and being
established and staying connected to our
Consciousness be the guiding principle
in our lives. Kaya Kalpa Kriya is a type
of Yogic Breathing Exercise - created
specially to reconnect us to our source.
From teachings by Guruji Shri Rishi
Prabhakar.
Compiled by teachers/
meditators of Kaya Kalpa Kriya/Science
of Silence Yoga (SSY) www.ssyyogalife.
org, www.rsvk.org, www.ssy.org
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Patanjali:

An Ancient Sage
for the modern age

An Interview With Lynn Cardinal
By
Mary Elford

Lynne Cardinal teaches Yoga, Meditation
and Stress Management in the Ottawa
region as well as Patanjali Sûtras
workshops. We have Lynne here with us
today for an introductory interview.

grasp. Indeed, as the years in a single life
of study pass, the subtlety of the sûtras
is realized and so they remain a source
of profound inspiration, even within our
modern-day context.

Mary Elford (ME): Lynne, please tell
us: who was Patanjali and how did he
come to be the author of the vast and
sometimes complicated world of the Yog
Sûtras?

ME: How does all that ancient
philosophy relate to our modern-day,
stress-filled world?

Lynne Cardinal: Patanjali was a great
meditator and a sage who composed the
Yog Sûtras (concise aphorisms or verses)
a long time ago. He was also known as
one of the first Sanskrit grammarians.
Some contemporary scholars on the
subject of Eastern Philosophy and the
ancient Darshans believe that Patanjali
could have lived 5,000 BCE. Some
others believe that he lived only 2,000
years ago. Yet it has been recently proven
through literary and archaeological
evidence that the historical beginning
of the Yog Sûtras dates back to the
3rd millennium BCE. The Rig-Veda
(knowledge of praise) stems in part from
the 4th or 5th millennium BCE. Thus we
can say that Yoga stretches over 5,000
years as it was inspired by the Rig-Veda
and carries the essence of its philosophy.
The sûtras where initially taught verbally
and memorised by students until the
written format was developed.
Each of the Yog Sûtras gives the essence
of a philosophical concept. A wide range
of thought is compressed or condensed
into each one of these sûtras in as few
words as possible. This makes it easy
to remember them. Sûtras are clues
or cryptic aids to memory. The Sûtras
are profound and can take a lifetime to
Ottawa Natural

LC: Patanjali was a sincere seeker of
Truth. Studying the ancient scriptures,
called Darshans (visions), he meditated
and observed the nature of mind and
its potential for
transformation.
He
made
a
firsthand
experiment using
his own mind
and had the direct
experience
of
what is the cause
of pain and what
is the means of
liberation from
this pain. He
was
interested
in the human
potential and one
important verse:
(chapter 2, verse
16)
“Hayyam
D u k h a m
Anaagatam,”
(how to avoid
future
pain)
sums up his main
objective.
So
we can deduce
that a scattered
and/or ignorant
mind would have

experienced pain thousands of years
ago, just as it would certainly do the
same in the third millennium of our
modern age.
Patanjali invites us to study the nature
of experience from a very fundamental
and pragmatic level, irrelevant of
mental constructs, current environment
and cultures. Mind is mind and always
as such was and will be either agitated
or focussed, aware or ignorant. So I
see in the Yoga Sûtras an invitation to

continued on Pg. 37
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Naturally Delicious Recipes

Quinoa Salad
With Corn, Cucumber and Lime
From the Kitchen of Lee Close
2 cups water
1 cup quinoa, rinsed
½ cup finely diced English cucumber
5 green onions, finely chopped
¼ cup finely chopped fresh cilantro
½ cup frozen corn, thawed
3 tablespoons fresh lime juice
3 tablespoons canola oil
1 tablespoon sesame oil
1 teaspoon organic honey (optional)
Salt and pepper to taste
Using 1 litre saucepan, bring water to a boil. Add
quinoa to boiling water. Reduce heat, cover and
simmer for 15 minutes or until the grain is tender.
Stir occasionally. Drain off excess water and allow
quinoa to cool.
Add cucumber, green onions, cilantro and corn
to quinoa; toss. Combine lime juice, canola oil,
sesame oil, honey and salt and pepper to taste. Add
to quinoa mixture and stir.
Makes 4 servings

Did You Know:
Cholesterol is made faster from sugar
than fat. High levels of obesity, surging
cholesterol levels, and deficiencies in
important vitamins and minerals
leave individuals prone to disease.
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Naturally Delicious Recipes

Marinated Strawberries
In Warm Maple-Lemon Syrup

Strawberries are rich in fibre and cholesterollowering phytochemicals.
Ingredients
2 pounds ripe strawberries, stems removed
1 large lemon
2/3 cup pure maple syrup
Directions
1. Halve berries lengthwise and place
in large bowl; set aside at room
temperature.
2. Grate 1 tablespoon zest from lemon;
set aside. Squeeze lemon to yield 2
tablespoons juice.
3. In small saucepan, combine syrup,
lemon juice, and 1 pinch salt. Cook
over medium-high heat until small
bubbles appear, about three minutes.
4. Pour warm syrup over berries. Let
stand 10 minutes. Stir in reserved zest.
Serve warm. If desired, garnish each
serving with a long twist of lemon zest
or paper-thin lemon slice cut from an
additional lemon.
Nutrition Facts
210 calories, 1 g fat (0 g saturated), 0 mg
cholesterol, 53 g carbohydrates, 2 g protein,
4 g fiber, 42 mg sodium (2% Daily Value).

Source: www.naturalhealthmag.com

The ability to focus attention
on important things is a defining
characteristic of intelligence.
- Robert J. Shiller

Ottawa Natural
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Jen’s Zen

Soulful Solutions
with Jennifer Clark

Intuitive counsellor Jennifer Clark offers her en-light-ening and inspiring soulful solutions to
life’s challenges.

Q:
Dear Jen, I need some good advice.
I found a lump in my breast and I’m afraid to
go get it checked out. What should I do? —
AFRAID OF THE ANSWER in Gatineau,
Quebec.
A:
Dear Afraid, face your fear and
do it anyway. I’m not a licensed medical
practitioner so I cannot ethically offer
you medical advice and therefore have to
advise you that you seek out professional
medical assistance right away. However,
as an alternative energy practitioner, I can
suggest you first breathe and ground your
fear. Lie down on the grass or sit with
your spine against a tree and breathe into
the ground your fear. Sometimes fear is
simply False Evidence Appearing Real.
Not every lump is malignant but every

lump needs attention so please summon
your courage and go seek medical
attention. In the meantime, I suggest
reading Full Body Presence: Learning
To Listen To Your Body’s Wisdom
by Suzanne Scurlock-Durana (www.
fullbodypresence.com). What I like
about Suzanne’s approach is that she
offers readers of her book free audio
downloads of her guided meditations
and then gives practical steps on how
to listen to your body. Once you have
some more concrete information from
the traditional medical community, you
can then create a balanced approach to
wellness using both traditional and nontraditional therapies. Send me an email
with your results and we’ll go from
there. You are not alone.

Q:
I’m getting married this
summer and planning a simple but
elegant event. Currently, I am estranged
from my father. What should I do? Part
of me wants to invite him and the other
part doesn’t. I’m confused. BRIDE TO
BE in Kanata, Ontario.
A:
Dear
Bride
to
Be,
congratulations! Getting married is an
important transition from maid to wife.
I also got married for the first time this
summer to my Beloved so I know all of
the potential stressors that can kick in
when you are planning such an important
event. Weddings can also bring up old
emotions and fears. I had to face a few
of my own along the way and deal with
some of my own childhood pain so I do
know how you feel. Think about it this

To understand the heart and mind of a person,
look not at what he has already achieved,
but at what he aspires to.
- Kahlil Gibran
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Jen’s Zen
way. If you could fast forward time in 10 years and look back on your wedding day,
would the Future You want to have seen Dad at the ceremony? Remember that your
father can just be invited as a guest and does not have to walk to you down the aisle.
Traditions are changing so it is within your right to create a new tradition and personalize
your own sacred event. I had both my Mom and Dad walk me down the aisle and my
friend Sara didn’t have anyone walk her down. She walked free and alone and was a
walking goddess at every step. Every ceremony is perfect because it is intended to be a
Space of Love to celebrate and honor Divine Union. Think of creating something sacred
for you and your partner. Consider this as well. If your Inner Child were healed and no
longer had any pain from her relationship with her father, would she want her father to be
there? Do not make choices out of pain. They usually come back to haunt you. You’re
only doing this once (I hope!) so try to spend some time thinking about what is right for
you – the child of God that is loving and loved, beautiful and safe. It just may be if you
do connect to your Inner Child that she doesn’t feel it is appropriate for her biological
father to be there. Do what is right for her. To connect to your Inner Child, read Sacred
Contracts by Carolyn Myss or The Secret of the Shadow by Debbie Ford. In the end,
don’t let anyone rain on your parade. This is your day. Enjoy it!
Jennifer Clark is a popular Intuitive Counsellor in Ottawa working professionally in
Ottawa since 2001 offering soulful solutions to life’s problems to over 7000 people just
like you. She is the host of the popular weekly radio show “The Namaste Show: Good
News For A Change” airing on CKCU FM radio 93.1 or www.ckcufm.com every
Tuesday from 12:15pm to 1:00pm. If you would like to book your own personal
consultation with her, visit www.jenniferclark.ca.

Did You Know:
Your body has three salt lakes: the
lymphatic system, the blood system, and
the interstitial cell system. Salt is necessary
for the optimal functioning of these systems.

www.ottawanatural.com is a hit!

Keep visiting our website and look for web-exclusive
content coming soon!
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The Animal Communicator Inside

By
Melanie Walker

I feel a real wonderment about
the animals that share our lives, both
domestically, in our homes and those that
inhabit our larger home, Mother Earth.
They all speak their own languages and
exchange meaningful communication
among their own species, independent
of humans. So, imagine how magical
it must feel to be able to share in their
seemingly exclusive inner thoughts and
feelings.
My name is Melanie Walker. For
the past eight years, I have owned and
operated The Pet Bed and Breakfast. It is a
completely cageless cat boarding facility.
I have been an animal communicator for
the past three and a half years. If you
had told me four years ago, that I would
be able to commune with animals, I
probably would have told you that you

have an incredible imagination.
I have had many unbelievable
experiences and feel very privileged
to be an animal communicator. It is a
world full of colorful personalities, each
with their own style, sense of humor
and uniqueness. Each conversation is
special and each animal can teach you
something new, that will expand your
understanding of What Is and What Is
Possible. The work is riff with uplifting
exchanges and, just as often, has proven
to be gut wrenching and heart breaking.
Even those times have been remarkable.
They have taught me about them and
about our relationships with them. They
truly are here to help us and teach us.
I believe that many people who
share a deep love and respect for all life,
have had many animal communication
experiences of
their own; they
just don’t realize
it, refuse to
validate it or, in
many instances,
aren’t
aware
that it is even
possible.
My
first noteworthy
communication
experiences
started happening
in my second
year of business
at my kennel. It
was my morning
routine to enter
each
of
my
group boarding
environments
and put the lights
and music on.
I would pass
through one set
of french doors
and on to the
next, repeating

the process until all rooms were lit. On
occasion, I would walk into a particular
room, put the lights on and, without
even having seen any or all of the cats
yet, instinctively or intuitively, I knew
that someone wasn’t well. I didn’t know
How I knew that, but I did. I would
know that something wasn’t right.
Perhaps someone wasn’t feeling well
or had stopped eating. I was spookily
accurate at this too. My friends would
caution me to ‘be careful, in case I ended
up somehow getting sick from them’.
I questioned myself and spoke
with many other people, in my effort and
growing frustration, to try to understand
what exactly was happening. Could
I feel their low energy? or, Were they
somehow telling me that they weren’t
well? After about a year of these
occasional baffling experiences, I met
a woman that finally could help. She
was very intuitive and well informed
about many of the subtle things that are
possible energetically. She was the one
to tell me that Animal Communication
is very real and that many people work
in the field, full-time, as a career. I was
shocked and a bit skeptical. I rushed
off and bought a bunch of books on
the subject. They gave me a feel for
what other people were doing and an
understanding of the scope of what
could be communicated.
I had grown up on a farm and had
many small pets that occupied my time
and curiosity. I would sit and watch
them, handle them, and observe how
they learned, acted and communicated
with each other. Even from a young age,
I had a deep respect for their intelligence,
their ‘humanity’ and their instinct. I
was very aware that they were sentient
beings. This was very obvious to me as
a child and became even clearer, once I
started working with animals. They are
capable of experiencing every emotion
that people do.

continued on Pg. 42
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The Natural Health Quiz!

By
George X. Yu

1. In 1981, Sir Richard Doll and Sir
Richard Peto published a paper titled
The Causes of Cancer: Quantitative
Estimates of Avoidable Risks of
Cancer in the United States, which
received worldwide attention at the
time and is still widely cited today.
According to the authors, among the
various factors causing cancer death,
what is the percentage attributed to
genetic factors?

6. True or false: McDonald’s
Strawberry Sundae contains artificial
coloring in Canada, while it uses real
strawberries in England.

a) 2-3 %; b) 10-15%; c) 20-22%;
d) 30-32%

a) organic, regular, GMO; b)
regular, GMO, organic; c) GMO,
organic, regular; d) GMO, regular,
organic

2. Farmed salmon contains more
PCB than wild salmon. Which of the
following salmons are wild,
a) Atlantic, c) Alaska, or c) Pacific?
3. In Canada’s Food Guide, what is
the number of recommended daily
servings of the fruits and vegetables
group for adult females?
a) 4-5 servings; b) 6-7 servings; c)
8–10 servings; d) 11 servings
4. White flour vs. Whole-wheat flour:
What is percentage of dietary fibre in
white flour compared to whole-wheat
flour?
a) 20%; b) 23%; c) 40%; d) 50%
5. A small apple is about 150 grams.
One breakfast granola bar is 43 grams.
What is the calorie ratio between the
apple and breakfast granola bar:
a) 3:1, b) 1:1, or c) 1:3
Ottawa Natural

7. Here are three PLU code for
banana: 84011, 4011, and 94011.
Which one is regular banana, organic
banana, and Genetic Modified
(GMO) banana? In the order of
84011, 4011 and 94011:

George X. Yu is the author
of a newly published book,
The Simple and Natural Way
to Vibrant Health. For more
information, please visit www.
ChooseVibrantHealth.com. He
can be reached at george@
ChooseVibrantHealth.com
Answers:
1. a)
4. b)

2. b)
5. c)
7. d)

3. c)
6. True
8. d)

8.
The
chemical
industry has
developed
more
than
9 0 , 0 0 0
man-made
chemicals
in the last
60
years.
What is the
percentage
of them that
have never
undergone
testing
for
their impact
on the human
body?
a)
10%;
b) 30%; c)
50%;
d)
85%.
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It takes courage to grow up
and become who you really are.
- e e cummings

endeavour. Hopefully their opportunities and options will
some day increase to the point where they are able to make
the choices that lead to enhanced self-esteem.
To make good choices people have to know what they
want. Many of my clients ask me, "How do I know what
I really want?" I generally suggest Stettbacher's Therapy
as described in Alice Miller's book "Banished Knowledge".
There are four steps to Stettbacher's Therapy:
a.

Precisely describing the present situation and
one's present sensations.

b.

b. Fully experiencing and fully expressing one's
present emotions.

c.

Assertively questioning the present situation.

d.

Clearly articulating one's needs.

Timing is critical in this process. It is important to make
decisions about what one wants at the optimum moment. If
the decision is made too soon, then useful information may
be missed. If it is made too late, the number of possible
courses of action may be considerably reduced. It is equally
important to make decisions about what one does NOT
want. For many people, this ability remains underdeveloped

continued on Pg. 40
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Devinder’s Quick Tips
This Month: Beat the Heat - Yogi Style

Keep your cool this summer with Yoga. These 2 low-impact techniques help cool down
the temperature of your body. These postures are simple enough for basic practitioners
but effective for even the most advanced yogis. Best of all, they don’t even require a
mat. All that’s needed is your body, your breath, and some mindfulness. Take these
postures with you throughout your day whether you’re in the office, the park, at home,
or travelling.
1. Sitali Pranayam or Cooling Breath. Sit in a comfortable, meditative posture
with your spine straight. Curl your tongue like a straw and let it stick out beyond your
lips. Inhale into your curled tongue and exhale through the nose. Continue this for five
minutes. Give yourself a total of three, five-minute breathing sessions.
2. Legs Up the Wall Pose or Viparita Karani in Sanskrit. This cooling inversion is a
wonderful way to increase circulation in your legs helping to prevent and/or minimize
varicose veins. It’s also a natural sleep enhancer. Those who suffer from insomnia find
Devinder Kaur (Alison Finney) great benefit in doing this inversion prior to bedtime.

is a certified Hatha and Kundalini Yoga Teacher in Ottawa. She
is the Director and Owner of
PranaShanti Yoga Centre. For
more information, visit www.
pranashanti.com or call 613761-9642.

The easiest way to enter the post is by coming into a fetal position with your buttocks
pressed up against a wall. This way you can easily swing your legs up the wall with
both your buttocks and legs fully supported. Let your arms and hands rest wherever
they are most comfortable, close your eyes and focus on your natural breath. Stay here
for a minimum of 5-8 minutes. When you exit, come out slowly to keep the benefits of
the inversion.

A successful marriage requires falling in love many times, always with the same person.
- Germaine Greer

Did You Know:

Commercial salts are processed at
extremely high temperatures that
eliminate the magnesium. It contains
undissolved silicate that tends to
deposit itself on the interior walls
of the arteries causing clogged
arteries, and it contains aluminum
silicate introduced to make the salt
pour easily during humid weather.
Aluminum is a toxic metal to the
body. Sea salt is the healthiest
salt to use.
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continued from Pg 27
look within and see how my own mind works. Everyone can
do that. It is a powerful experience as the initial investigation
often makes us realise that our mind is agitated, overactive and
unfocussed. But this is an important step, as we all endeavour
to take an honest look at our mind. From there we learn how to
gain focus, concentration and ultimately realisation.
It is my direct experience that the Yog Sûtras are an essential
tool on the path of evolution and realisation. But of course it
takes a little patience and perseverance. Patanjali himself said
(in verse 14, chapter 1), that it will take some time to reach
total transformation of mind, but that we should honour every
step we take upon the path, for they are all sacred. Each step
leads to a better future, a future filled with clarity and inner
strength. And even our own difficulties with comprehension
and application will help us empathize with others whom we
may help with their own path of understanding.
ME: It seems that the philosophy is far-reaching and very much
all encompassing. Can a person study this work effectively
without the benefit of a teacher?
LC: Yes, by reading various books on the subject, or by taking
the time to reflect on each verse, singing them, learning them,
pondering over their meaning, certainly one would benefit from
the practice. Yet, it is also very beneficial, if at all possible, to
study with a teacher who has done the preliminary work and
who understands the very premise of the Sûtras. It is important,
however, that the teacher be pure at heart with pure intention
of service and does not misuse his/her power as a teacher, as
we have seen too many sad stories of teachers abusing their
students who trust them blindly and are therefore easy prey.
One has to be very careful when choosing a teacher.
ME: There is a lot of reference to the absence of desires. Does
this mean that we are to become completely desireless and
without ambition? How does this relate to the prevailing human
need for economic security and financial progress?
LC: Desires are rooted in a sense that, if we achieve this or
that, we will finally one day be happy. So we keep on hoping:
“If only one day I can have fame, money, cars, houses, etc.” As
the Dalaï Lama says so beautifully: “You can try to satisfy all
your desires or you can live your life with contentment. The
problem with the former is that it is very difficult to fulfil all of
our desires.”
The scriptures tell the story of a dog chasing its tail. Chasing
desires is similar, we never achieve happiness and satisfaction
through trying to fulfil our desires because it is neither in objects
nor in the outer world that satisfaction resides. So the dog keeps
on chasing and never catches its tail.
ME: Lynne, thank you so much for sharing with us!
For summer workshops on Patanjali or on Learning Sanskrit,
or for fall classes visit www.kaivalya.ca or call 613.721.7888.
Note that all classes are open to all.
Ottawa Natural
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Pain

Chronic, Persistent, Debilitating...
By
Aileen M. McKenna
Trish came to the workshop with
a broken left wrist and a damaged rotator
cuff and was awaiting an appointment for
surgery to correct these injuries. A fall on
Christmas Eve, eight months earlier, had
caused the injuries that were preventing the
use of the left arm. The injury was causing
constant pain and great inconvenience.
She began to experience significant change
from the very first practice session on the
first morning of the training, and when she
came into the room on the second morning,
she was very excited, as she had actually
slept on her left side for the first time since
the injury. Although such significant change
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Naturally Dealing with Pain Using
Quantum-Touch Therapy
had begun during the weekend, the
changes continued over the next 10
months, whether or not Trish was
consciously working on her arm. At
a recent Healing Circle, she had more
significant change as she was working
on others. The process continues and
will no doubt continue over time until
all evidence of the injury has healed.
M, another student with an
old injury originating from a major
automobile accident 16 years ago,
came to the training with great
difficulty walking. During the initial
practice session, students worked on

her feet. Although she had a lot of work
done all over her body throughout the
weekend, there was no obvious change,
nor was there much change during the
initial Healing Circle sessions. Then
she came to the next Healing Circle.
During the actual session, the work on
her head caused excruciating pain and
her body released a lot of tension from
the original trauma. We sat and shared
our experiences of the session, and she
told us how her body felt throughout
the 30-minute session; as she spoke
the pain was ebbing away. When she
left the building and was walking back
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to her car, we could tell that she was moving with much
greater ease than was evident earlier in the day, or on the
other occasions when we had seen her walk. The change was
significant. These stories reflect the process that takes place
with Quantum-Touch therapy. Change is happening all the
time, but whether it is an obvious change or not is a very
individual thing and the process of change is clearly unique
to each person.
Pain held in the body is the response to an imbalance
in energy flow caused by an injury or illness. In many
cases that I witness, there has been a physical trauma, often
an automobile accident some years previous. Within the
physical pain, there is always deeply held emotional pain,
which may be more resistant to the resolution of the issue
than the physical component. When the emotion has been
held in place for many years, the releasing of this piece will
create many changes in the whole body and, indeed at times
the entire lifestyle, so the results are not easy to estimate. It is
not unusual for this component to hold onto the pain as long
as possible as a form of resistance. I have witnessed that the
older the injury, the longer it will take for the resolution to
unfold, and the greater the relief when that resolution does

take place.
Resolution of a very old and deeply held pain is a
very beautiful and awesome event to behold. It needs to be
treated with great respect and care and will take as long as it
takes as so much of a life has been built around this situation.
Quantum-Touch therapy works in ways that we cannot fully
grasp; however, it is always working to bring the entire body,
mind and spirit back into the original state of balance in the
most natural way possible.
Aileen McKenna offers certificate training in Quantum-Touch
therapy in Ottawa, other areas of Canada and abroad. Students
of Quantum-Touch® therapy are always amazed at the results
they observe during the very first morning of the training. For
information on workshops check www.aileensoasis.com. Aileen
has a private practice where sessions are available as well as
distant healing sessions. For further information and registration,
contact Aileen at (613) 228-2272, (613) 795-3751, or e-mail
aileen.mckenna66@gmail.com or aileen@aileensoasis.com.
Those calling from out of town may call toll free at 1-866-4930236. You can also visit the website at www.aileensoasis.com,
or the Quantum-Touch website at www.quantumtouch.com.

Those who flee temptation generally leave a forwarding address.
- Lane Olinghouse

Did You Know:
AZT inhibits
copper and zinc.
The immune
system needs
copper and zinc
to function
optimally.
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continued from Pg. 34
because it was severely thwarted in
childhood by parents, teachers, the clergy,
etc. In many cases, people have been
conditioned to say nothing rather than
express what they don't like or don't want.
An example of this is the frequently used
expression, "If you don't have something
good to say, don't say anything at all."
Nathaniel Branden in his book "The
Six Pillars of Self-esteem" delineates
six practices that lead to enhanced selfesteem:
a. The practice of living consciously.
Being present.
b. The practice of self-acceptance.
c. The practice of self-responsibility.
Response-ability
e. The practice of self-assertiveness.
Claiming space.
f. e. The practice of living
purposefully.
g. f. The practice of personal
integrity. Honesty.
Branden believes that, if we adhere
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to these pillars, we will evolve to the
point of loving our own life. However,
in order to attain such a high level of
self-esteem, he stresses the need for
honesty and courage. Honesty usually
leads to conflict and conflict to anger. It
is therefore imperative for a person to
attain sufficient self-esteem to be able
to express “conscious anger”. Conscious
anger usually leads to acceptance
and resolution, whereas unbridled or
“unconscious” anger will often lead to
destructive fighting and rejection.
Another characteristic of people
with high self-esteem is that they
usually experience giving and receiving
in a balanced and equal way. Giving
and receiving are interconnected. It is
an illusion to
believe
that
one is giving
more than one
is
receiving,
and vice versa.
As the Beatle’s

expressed it in one of their songs, “In
the end, the love you take is equal to
the love you make.”
Richard Merrill Haney, Ph.D.
(Counselling Therapy), has been
practising Wholistic Counselling,
Hypnotherapy and Mediation for the
past 25 years in Ottawa. He is now
launching the Eleusis Healing Centres
in Ottawa and worldwide. Each Eleusis
Healing Centre creates Caring Circles,
Wisdom Circles and Creativity Circles
that you could join and participate in. If
you are interested please call Richard
at (613) 234-5678 or e-mail him at:
richard@ottawacounselling.com and
explore the possibilities.

Did You Know:

Vitamin C is an anti-oxidant.
In the form of Ascorbic Acid, it causes
cancer. Mega doses of vitamin C turn
the C into an antihistamine which
chelates copper out of your body.
Calcium supplements taken with a
glass of orange juice are not utilized
by the system as the vitamin C
overrides the calcium. Coral Calcium
is high in heavy metals. Heavy metals
tend to drop to the feet and stay there.
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Even your breath stinks of mediocrity. - Sue Sylvester

Did You Know:
Aluminum is
the most active
ingredient in most
antiperspirants and
deodorants.
Aluminum
contributes to breast
cancer in women.
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Continued from Pg. 32
After achieving only limited
success through the ‘How To’ books
on the subject, I decided to go to New
York City in search of a full fledged
course. Aside from the fact that I knew
it would be fun and an amazing skill to
learn, I was deeply aware of how this
could impact my work at my kennel.
I considered how much better I would
be able to help the animals, if I were
able to understand their health and
emotional needs better. By this time,
my fascination had already taken root,
regarding the many animals that I cared
for. I met a steady stream of cats that
had existing health issues like diabetes,
kidney disorders or thyroid problems.

Of bigger interest though, were the cats that
had subtler health issues, like headaches
or stress reactions. These often manifested
in the form of ‘compulsive’ habits such as
excessively licking their coats to the point
of bald patches, or worse, open lesions.
On Friday November 11th,
Remembrance Day in NYC, a group
of sixty or so people, predominantly
female, attended the two hour info session
designed to give a brief overview of what
the weekend had in store for us. In less than
an hour, we got down to the ‘nuts & bolts’
of our first attempt, at communicating with
a real live animal, Sea, the turtle. Sea, lay
motionless in our instructor’s hand. What
she lacked in animation, she made up for
in conversation.
Each
person
in the group
telepathically
sent Sea the
same question.
Then,
we’d
each
receive
our
own
interpretations,
which varied
in
detail,
depending on

our openness to receive and on our
sensory strengths. When I asked her,
‘How she felt?’ She sent me a deep
feeling of sadness and loneliness. When
I asked her about her favorite foods she
told me ‘ berries and grapes, preferably
purple ones’. When I asked her ‘What
she longs for?’ I got my Wow! moment
in spades! Not only did she tell me that
she longs to go outside and be in the
grass, she showed me... Oh, but not just
a picture of her outside in the grass...
She let me pop my consciousness into
her little turtle body and showed me, in
full, vivid, 3D color, what she wanted. It
was a surreal experience. We connected
so profoundly that I WAS the turtle! I
was inside of the turtle. I looked out the
little turtle eyes. I felt my little turtle
feet sunk into soft, lush grass beneath
me. I felt the blades of grass stroke up
against my little turtle cheeks. I didn’t
know it at the time but, this technique
is commonly referred to as Gestalt,
and should only be done to another,
with their express consent. Sea, on the
other hand, invited me in and gave me
the experience of a lifetime. NYC will
always be one of my favorite cities due
to these magical memories.
This first
experience proved
to be a life defining
moment for me. It
forced me to reexamine and redefine those things
that I had for-took
as ‘real’. It was the
kind of experience
that changes your
world and your
perception of your
world,
forever,
leading you to

Sun is shining,
the weather
is sweet, yeah.
- Bob Marley
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question ‘What else is possible?’
We had a wide array of guest
animals to help us practice that
weekend. Along with Sea, the turtle,
we had a rabbit, a rescued white lab
rat, a family of 3 Daschunds, a cat
and a parrot. Each animal’s people
were present for the Q & A segments
involving their animal. The people
provided the crucial element for us
‘Newbie’s’, The Validation. How else
would I have possibly believed that an
apartment dwelling Manhattan parrot
told me that one of his best friends was
a pink flamingo. His dad was delighted,
when I offered this answer, along with
the black and charcoal grey cats that
most other people got too. He told me,
that his parrot, has a little plastic pink
flamingo toy. It sits outside of his cage,
and he talks to it all of the time. Without
this man’s validation, I probably would
have left that evening thinking that
I didn’t get anywhere that day, that I
must’ve only been ‘making things up’.
The ability to not judge or analyze what
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you receive, with the conscious mind,
does take some practice.
Many people have told me over
the years that they think their animal
understands them, their animal knows
when something is going on in the
house, they know in advance that the
family is going away on a trip, even
before the suitcases come out. Lots of
people say they have a ‘feeling’ that their
animal talks to them, trying to tell them
things. All of the above , are possible
and do happen regularly. If you think
about an animal, they know that you are
thinking about them. They can receive
your thoughts regardless of space and
distance. They hear them. It is possible
to speak to an animal by using a picture
to connect, or by using a picture of the
animal, in your mind, to connect. It is
even possible to speak with an animal
that has already died. Most animals have
very good recollection of their past lives,
and their past lives, with you, either in
your current or your past lives.
I know that this all seems like a

lot to believe and digest, if you’ve never
heard about Animal Communication
before. All I can say is that these tidbits
are really only the tip of the iceberg. I’ve
been practicing my skill for three and a
half years now. The animals never cease
to amaze me with their humor, insight,
intellect and ‘soulfulness’. This skill is
available to every one of us to learn. It
is our innate birthright. We are born with
the ability to talk to the animals. We
often lose touch with nature as we grow
older but, if any of this has peaked your
interest, realize that it is easy to re-learn.
It is my belief that our communication
takes place at the soul level and that, at
that level, we are all the same. We just
drive different cars. That’s all!
Melanie Walker owns and operates the
Pet Bed and Breakfast website at www.
petbedandbreakfast.ca. Blog at www.
ottawacatchit-chat@blogspot.com For
more animal communication information
and stories.
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Can we forget my vices and get back to my virtues?
- Dr. Gregory House, MD

Have a Happy Summer
Everyone!
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You Are What You Breathe
By
George X. Yu
Just like food and drink, the air you breathe
is critical to your health. Considering the
fact that people in developed countries on
average stay indoors 90% of the time, most
of which is at home, home air quality cannot
be overlooked. In this article, let’s take a look
at how home décors and building materials
affect indoor air and what can be done about
it.
Most homes, especially new homes or newly
renovated homes, have toxic substances
emitting into the air continuously; and it will
take over ten years for that to finish. Newhome smells are actually toxic. The vast
majority of paints contain volatile organic
compounds or VOCs, which emit a low level
of toxic air several years after it is applied.
Hardwood floors may have a toxic finish.
Newly installed vinyl flooring can outgas
VOCs thirty-four times as much as linoleum.
The emission from vinyl flooring may
continue for years, but decrease significantly
after twenty-four hours of installation.
Carpets can outgas formaldehyde, which

is known to cause cancer. In addition,
formaldehyde is a sensitizer that can cause
and aggravate severe allergies. This chemical
can also irritate and damage the respiratory
system and trigger asthma attacks.
Formaldehyde received worldwide attention
after it was found in the trailers given to
the hurricane victims in the United States
a few years ago. Many people who lived in
the trailer houses fell ill, and CDC testing of
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management
Agency) housing revealed unacceptably high
formaldehyde levels in them. Average levels
of formaldehyde in all travel trailers and
mobile homes were about 77 parts per billion
(ppb). The Agency for Toxic Substance
and Disease Registry has recommended
minimum risk level be 8 ppb for exposure
duration of one year or more.

present at low levels in all buildings and
houses. In 2002–2003, Health Canada
measured levels of formaldehyde in the
air inside a number of homes in Prince
Edward Island and in Ottawa. The levels
ranged from roughly 2 ppb to 81 ppb.
Why is formaldehyde so pervasive?
Because it is in many products. In addition
to the carpet source, it is also used as a
preservative in some paints and coating
products. Many types of wood found
in construction materials, furniture, and
cabinetry contain formaldehyde, including
particleboard, fibreboard, and plywood.
Many homes, offices, apartments, and
portable classrooms have a certain level
of formaldehyde. Furniture, cabinets, and
building materials made from particleboard,

Continued on Pg. 46

The formaldehyde
problem is not
limited to trailers.
Formaldehyde
is

Laughter is inner jogging.
- Norman Cousins
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Continued from Pg. 45
medium-density fibreboard, and certain
moulded plastics contain formaldehyde. It
exists in some permanent press fabrics, some
latex paints, wallpapers, cardboard and paper
products, dishwashing liquids, fabric softeners,
shoe-care agents, carpet cleaners, glues,
adhesives, lacquers, and some cosmetics such
as nail polish and nail hardener. Formaldehyde
emissions generally decrease as products age.
High indoor temperatures and humidity tend
to increase the amount of formaldehyde that
is released.
Furniture made from particleboard is quite
common. Often, the nonvisible sides such as
the backside are neither sealed nor covered
with plastic laminate. They can release more
formaldehyde than normal. On top of that,
if the new furniture is your bed headboard

and you sleep near it for eight hours a day,
it becomes more of an issue over a long
period of time.
The good news is that there is mainly one
way for the chemicals to get into the body:
inhalation. There is little risk of ingestion
(no one will eat furniture) or skin absorption
(no one will lie on the floor naked all day
long). In other words, the problem is that
indoor air in most homes is polluted with
smell from things like hair sprays, shampoos,
perfumes, air fresheners, deodorizers, and
cleaner sprays as well as the outgassing of
home decor and building materials. The
solution is simple: open windows and let in
the fresh air regularly. If the weather does
not permit, have an air exchanger installed.
A heat recovery ventilation system (HRV),

for example, allows the heat exchange
between the incoming fresh air from the
outside and the outgoing stale air from
the inside and, therefore, saves energy in
the meantime.
The bottom line: like the products you
use, air in your house is something that
you have total control over. Simple things
like opening windows and installing an
air exchanger can benefit your health for
many years to come.
George X. Yu is the author of a newly published
book, The Simple and Natural Way to Vibrant
Health. For more information, please visit www.
ChooseVibrantHealth.com. George can
be reached at george@ChooseVibrantHealth.
com

They days of
atonement are upon
us. I apologize for
being perfect.
- Stephen Colbert
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Feel and look good with your own infrared sauna
Now, more than ever, we need affordable ways to improve our health and
well-being. So what could be better
than enjoying the multiple therapeutic benefits of an infrared sauna in the
comfort of your own home?
For many years, respected health
care professionals have sanctioned
the use of infrared heat to treat a
wide range of conditions safely and
naturally. And now, everyone is discovering the health benefits of an
infrared sauna as they relax under
its warm, soothing rays. Whether
you have a large home
or small apartment, this
amazing heat technology comes encased in a
beautiful wooden sauna
(in a variety of sizes and
designs), that will fit into
most home spaces and
family budgets.
Northern Lights Infrared
Saunas is an Ottawabased company which
can introduce you to your
very own personal infrared therapy unit. VicePresident Tracy Wilson
bases her support of infrared heat to improve
health and wellness on
personal experience, as
well as professional studies and numerous testimonials.
Explaining that Northern Lights Infrared Saunas use far-infrared heat
therapy, Wilson provides
medical evidence of how
and why it is better than the regular
heat used in a conventional sauna.
Far-infrared heat is used in hospital
incubators for newborn babies and
it¹s a safe, natural form of radiant
energy (like the sun, but without the
harmful UV rays). The direct heat
penetrates the body deep enough
to soothe and relax the muscles as
it detoxifies the body. Using Carbon
Wave 360 panels, instead of ceramic
rods, the unit does not get hot and the
temperature always remains comfort-
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able. This allows longer sauna sessions,
which are more effective and efficient.
Among the many proven benefits of far-infrared therapy, Wilson believes detoxification is a vital one. Eliminating harmful toxins from the body is claimed to be the first
step to good health by Dr. Stuart Hoover,
a health and wellness expert in the US.
Dr. Hoover calls the therapeutic units an
“essential appliance for internal cleansing”
as it boosts circulation, increases energy,
burns calories, improves skin conditions
and helps with hormonal problems, depression, anxiety and much more . . .

Weight loss. An average 30 minute
sauna session can burn 600 calories, which is the equivalent cardiovascular workout as running 2-3
miles. And a US dermatologist uses
infrared saunas to treat cellulite.
Cardiovascular health. Infrared
heat therapy improves cardiovascular conditioning without exertion.
It increases heart rate, cardiac output and metabolic rate, and can
also help to reduce blood pressure.
Stress relief & relaxation. Increased circulation triggers the release of endorphins, loosening tight muscles and
making you feel better all
over.
Beautification of skin. Increased blood circulation
to the skin improves the
tone, texture and elasticity.
Sweating also helps remove
accumulated toxins such as
make-up, dirt, lotions and
conditioners.
Tissue elasticity. Heat relaxes muscles, increases
flexibility and range of motion. Therapeutic benefits
are also seen in ligaments,
tendons, fascia, joint capsules and symposiums that
have become scarred, thickened or contracted.
Chromotherapy or light
therapy. Colour and light
help bring physical and emotional systems into balance.
Colour works through and in
every nerve, cell, gland and
muscle.

Studies show that infrared heat saunas
provide the following health benefits:
Pain Relief. Reduces muscle spasms,
joint stiffness and arthritic and rheumatoid
Tracy Wilson
aches and pains. Also helps to improve
healing time of sprains and strains by re- Northern Lights Infrared
Saunas
ducing pain and swelling.
Detoxification. Deep Infrared penetration
allows removal of toxins stored in fat cells,
and helps rid the body of potential carcinogenic heavy metals, such as mercury and
www.northernlightssaunas.com.
lead, as well as alcohol, nicotine, sodium,
sulfuric acid and cholesterol.

613-878-9199
1-877-759-9912
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